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Protests arise over Central America issues
by Grant Amaral
The University Neil's
Armed with signs and decorated
with protest badges. Marine veterans
Steve Neff and Ken Johnson and Ar-
my veteran Tom Titus staged a pro-
.test at BSU April 21 in opposition to
U.S. military involvement in Central
America.'
"The U.S. military excerises in
Central America are adress rehearsal
for something iike Vietnam." accor-
ding to Neff.
Neff. Johnson and Titus said they
believe sharing their experience as
combat-disabled veterans wil! help
people to make an educated choice
in their 'opinions.
"We've been there," Neff said.
"We know what the results are."
- Titus echoed Neffs comment.
"Guns will only make enemies, We
should have learned that in
Vietnam."
'TIle protest was a spontaneous
reaction to' the assignment of an
Idaho National Guard unit to
Panama, according to Neff. "We had
talked about it. (protesting) and
decided to go down (to BSU) and see
what would happen." he said.
The response from students was,
according to Titus, "Very good.
There have been a lot of people stop-
ing and asking questions." he added.
By protesting U.S. military involve-
ment in Central America, Titus said,
, he and the others hoped to "possibly
save some lives."
"Stay in' school. It's better than
having a gun in your hands." he said.
Both Johnson' and Neff areBSU
students.
Entering the Nicaraguan contlict
in earnestwill, according to Titus,
destroy the country. 'destroy the
forests. pollute the rivers and kill in-
nocent people, as in Vietnam.
"People are people, no matter
where they are," Titus said. "We'
should be trying to help them instead -
of putting R phony label of 'enemy'
on them."
Faculty take message to airport.
by Steve F. LYQn
The University Neil'S
Several BSU faculty members
recently demonstrated at the Boise
Municipal Airport. voicing theirop-
position to Idaho National Guard
members leaving for Central America
to participate in exercises.
Professors Lonnie Willis and Glen
Selander. both from the English
department. and Professor Michael
Blain. from the sociology depart-
ment. were in attendance.
"The purpose was to get some in-
formation to the public about the use
of the national guard. We had the'
feeling that the public has not really
been enlighten cd and informed about
the, use of 'the National Guard in
Central -America,' Willissaid. '
"Our demonstration out there was
to call attention to the fact. that the
guard is being posted to those parts
of tile country with. apparently, the,
intent to prepare for war in the event
that it occurs between the U.S. and
Nicaragua," he said.
Selander said the activity was an
effort "to let the public know that the
Idaho National Guard has been na-
tionalized to send to Central America
" to carry .out the nation's foreign
policy."
Selander said the professors feel
that the Idaho National Guard "be-
longs to Idaho and the governor is
the one who rightfully should assign
the Idaho Guard to the various
assignments. "
A right has been removed from the
. state when the national guard is sent
out of the state for training purposes
in an area where there is a U.S.-caused
crisis. Selander further said.
"So we see the national guard be- ,
ing used as a tool for national foreign
policy," he said.
Blain said he was there because
"We disagree totally with the Reagan
policy in Central America. I do,
anyway. I don't think that is the way
we should deal with the situation. I'm
for negotiation and normal relation-
ships with the Nicaraguan govern-
ment."
wniis said the group sponsoring
the event, The Ada County Citizens
for Peace and Justice, alerted him
that the guard was leaving for Cen-
tral America.
"They have a phone tree that some
of us belong to, and if something of
this nature comes up. the phone tree
is activiated, and that alerts us to
some crucial issue which needs to be
advertised." Willis said.
The response to the dcmonstration
was mixed, according to the three
faculty participants.
"A number of people took the
leaflets. and. also. quite a number, of
people turned them down. The ones
that, I 'observed-who took the
leaflets-e-they sort of took them
positively. as though they knew what
we were doing, and they were willing
to accept the information," Willis
said.
"There were some people who
refused to take leaflets. and they did
so with sort of an aggressiveness
which indicated that they did not care
to participate. The national guard
people offered us no response at all,"
he said,
According to Selander, it was hard
to tell who some of the guard
members were who 'were passing
through the terminal.
"There were some who were dress-
ed as civilians and they kind of stayed,
off as a group and watched us and
talked, No one approached us from
that group. "he said.
Blain said a policeman asked the
group to leave the terminal. but
before that he met one person who
voiced support for the guardsmen ,.
and U.S. involvement in Central
America.
"The ghost of Gary Cooper walk-
ed up to me and said he thought it
was good that we get those com-
munists where ever they are," Blain
said.
"The guy looked just like Gary
Cooper. He was for anything to fight
communism and communists. and I
said 'oh that means anything goes.'
Then I said 'you think it's all right
to use immoral means to make a
moral statement?' ,u, he saidr ,
"We went on and on; it' was about
that time that the cop kicked us out. "
Blain said.
The group plans to demonstrate
again when the Idaho National
Guard returns sometime in May, ac-
o cording to Willis.
"If the people who wen: out there
this time know when that unit is
coming back, or any other Idaho Na-
'tional Guard Unit is returning. there
are plans ... for a similar demonstra-
tion. again to raise public con-
sciousness and awareness of how our
own national guard unit is being us-
ed by the federal government. by the
military in Central America," Willis
said. .
"Since the National Guard is sUP-'
posed to be for state purposes-that '
is, protecting us, taking care of us in
emergencies-in the event that we
needed them at, borne, at home is
where they should be," Willis said.
,Radical uses campus as platform
by John Sowell
.and Heather Bryson
A man urging students to abandon
organized religion and seek Christ
through the Bible itself, spoke, and
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sometimes screamed. his message
outside the College of Business April
24.
..As an estimated crowd of 200 BSU
students and faculty members look-
ed on, Michael Woronieeki of Grand
.Rapids, Mich., said churches are part
of what he calls an "evil society!'
Americans live in today. "You have
to give up Christianity and believe in
Christ," Woroniecki said.
Woroniecki caused heated
'arguments with 'several. students
when hi: suggested women who sup-
port the feminist movement, work
toward a college-degree or try to con-
trol men arc what he called witches.
The students who responded.
mostly women, said Woroniecki's
views were out of touch with today's
society.
One student called Woroniecki a
. fascist, while another accused him of
corrupting his children.
The latter charge. was leveled
because Woroniecki's' wife, Esther,
and their four children. ranging in
age from II months to 6 years. ac~'
companied him to the campus. The
student did not feel it was ap-
propriate parental behavior to sub-
ject young children to a demonstra-
tion, he 'said.
After campus security received a
call reporting a disturbance, two Ada
County Sheriffs deputies were sent
to the scene. Sgt. Dave Stittsworth
said he arrived at 11 a.m. and did not
leave until 12:15 p.m.
A witness said the officers warn-
ed Woroniecki against calling women:
names and creating a disturbance,
bu t said other observers said they
thought the officers threatened to
physically remove WoroniCcki from
the campus. .
Stittsworth said there was never
any thouglit of removing Woroniecki.
"He had every right to speak," he
said .
Betty Hecker, BSU director of af- .
firrnative action, confirmed that the
deputies took no action against
against Woroniecki. "They made
See Jesus, page 5.- -
"
At ease:
Chris Butler I IInlveTSII; News
Tom Titus. a U.S. Army veteran. states his
disapproval of U.S. intervention in Central
America by protesting in front of the library.
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Chemistry professor
dies of heart attack
by Steve F. Lyon
The .University News
very dedicated teacher who was
primarily interested in assuring
that the students got the best
education they could.".
.At the time of his death, Peter-
son was working on writing a
computer program to assist
students in learning chemistry.
Dalton said. He added that he
hopes the project will get done.
Funeral services were held April
21, at the 10th Ward LDS Chapel,
and he was buried in Dry Creek
Cemetery.
Contributions in Peterson's
name can be made to the
Chemistry Memorial Scholarship
Fund.
BSU Chemistry Professor Ellis
R. Peterson died April 18 of'.a
heart attack in a Boise hospital.
Peterson, 54, taught in the
chemistry department for 22
years, after moving to. Boise in
1964. A graduate of Snow College
in, Utah, Peterson earned his
master's degree from Utah State
University and received his doc-
torate in physical chemistry at
Washington State University .
The chairman of the chemistry
department, Professor Jack
Dalton,said Peterson was ''always
a verydedicated teacher who was
_ ..... __----r-t:
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English usage and career oppor- Boise, president; Jeffrey Cliff, '!\viII suffering from chronic illness. PoetsEor Africa, an In-
I tunities also are scheduled. Falls, vice president of finance; Mark Registration fees are $5 for tematlonal Anthology for Hunger
Corns, a circuit judge in Frankfort, Chiles, Boise, vice president of students and $10 for non-scctetv Relief, is endeavoring to unite the
Ky., served 15 years as chief counsel records; Karen Kline, Juneau, members. Pre-registration should be . poets and celebrities from 25 coun-
for _the _Kentucky Department of Alaska, vice president of member- received by May4, but may be com-' tries in a world-wide literary effort to
Education. ship; Carol Dick, Nampa, vice presi- pleted at the door. help end world hunger. poets For
Judge Ray' Corns, co- Association President Jackie dent of correspondence. All officers For registration or society infor- Africa includes poetry and song
author of Public School Laws, will Fuller, BSU nursing department ad- will be BSU seniors next year. mation contact Nancy Otterness in lyrics by Neil Diamond, Bob Dylan,
present the keynote address at the ministrative assistant, will preside the BSU Department of Nursing, Paul Simon, Peter Yarrow (Peter,
15th annual spring conference of the over the conference sessions. 385-1768. Paul & Mary), Steve Allen, Red
Idaho Association of Educational All Idaho educational office "Quality of Life in a Skelton, Dennis Lee, (Jim Henson
Office Personnel May 1 and 2 at the employees are invited to attend the' Male Population Suffering from Ar- Associates) and poets from many
Red Lion Downtowner. conference. For information about thritis" will be offered by the BSU The BSU parking per- countries.
Barney Parker, Boise superinten- registration and the conference Baccalaureate Nursing Honor Socie- mit schedule for the 1987·88 The 240·page book contains
dent of schools, and Richard Hart, schedule, contact Bobbie Mabe, . ty May 8, 12:30-4:30p.m: in the SUB academic year is as follows: photographs from Africa and pencil
dean of the BSU College of Educa- 338-3494. Senate Chambers. May l-Aug, 7: renewal of reserved drawings along with over 200 poems
tion, will also address conference at- ValerieLarson Bradbury, a clinical parking permits; - on love, peace, political oppression,
tendees, Hart has been named Na- instructor at Seattle Central Com- June 1: summer permits available; - race relations and WOrldhunger.
tional Association of Educational New officers for the rnunity College and an independent Aug. 25: staff and faculty may pur- The proceeds from the interna-
Office Personnel Administrator of 1987-88 school year for Beta Alpha health care contractor, will be the chase reserved permits; tional anthology will be used for
the Year. Psi, the National Accounting Frater- featured speaker. Aug. 27: reserved permits -go on African Famine Relief. The book is
During the two-day conference, nity at BSU were elected and sworn Participants will have an oppor- sale to students, staff and faculty on available in both paperback ($8.95)
workshop sessions of stress manage- in April 14. tunity to learn nursing interventions a first-come, first-served basis. and hardcover ($19.95)editions from
ment," communication, rapport, The new officers are: Jeff Benton, improving quality of life in patients For information, call 385-1681. World Harvest, P.O. Box 70302, Lasr"-----------------------------~---.;..-------------.. Vegas, Nev., 89170.
Fo-r your . .
in fo.rmation:
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Public auditions for
the BSU Summer Showcase Theatre
musical Little Mary Sunshine have
been scheduled for May I at 4 p.m.
and May 2 at 2 p.m. in B-100 of the
Morrison Center.
The off-Broadway musical is a
spoof of old-time operettas likeRose
Marie and Naughty Marietta. The
production features 24 songs with
several large chorus numbers, waltzes
and duets. The characters include
heroes, heroines, schoolgirls and a
villain.
Stephen R. Buss will direct the
musical lampoon, with Lynn Berg as
musical director. For additional in-
formation about. tryouts, phone
385-3957.
"A Festival of Health"
will be hosted by the BSU Human
Performance and Wellness Alliance
on May 2 from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. and
May 3 from 8 a.m.-3 p.m,
The festival will include
demonstrations and information
booths on fitness, dance, gymnastics,
and martial arts.
Health screenings will be offered
on hearing, vision, cancer, glaucoma
andch61esterol levels. Admission is
free. '
Recreation Center 385·1456
BSU Student Union Buildtng
9:00 a.m.-11:00 p.m.
Noon-11:00 p.m.
Closed
Except for special events
Sign-up for Summer bowling leagues
Weekly Schedule of Events
Hours: Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday.
.Saturday
Bowling 1/2 Price
Pool 1/2 Price
Watch for Specials
1/2 Price Day for Ladles
Monte Carlo Bowling
Monte Carlo Bowling
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For 'your
, in fa rma-f-i-on: ..'
Victim Rights Week,
April 26-May 2, has been proclaim-
ed by. Gov. Cecil Andrus. Related
events have been scheduled at BSU,
the Capitol and the Ada County
Courthouse.
During the week, sponsored by
Vanguard, a victims' rights advocacy
organization, a panel discussion with
representatives from Parents United
has been scheduled April 29 at 7 p.m.
in the SUB Nez Perce Room. April
30, a mock mediation will be staged
by Sounding Board, a group of area
mediators, beginning at 7 p.m, in the
SUB Teton Room.
April 26, a candlelight service for
crime victims will be conducted on
the Capitol steps from 7:30-8:30 p.m.
April 27, on the Capitol steps at
noon, Boise Mayor Dirk Kemp-
thorne will present a Victim Rights
proclamation, highlighted .by a
balloon lift-off.
April 28, in cooperation with thc
Ada County Prosecutor's Office, a
mock court will be conducted with
1udge Deborah Bail presiding at the
Ada County Courthouse from 2-4
p.m,
\
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Forty-five teams of
gifted students from Idaho elemen-
tary, junior high and senior high
schools will address the problem of
illiteracy in America at the Regional
Future Problem Bowl April 24 and
25 at BSU.
The teams will spend two hours
brainstorming and devising viable
solutions. They will present skits on
their solutions. The winners will be
announced at an awards luncheon
later that day.
The public is invited to all events,
which will be held in room 112of the
Education Building from 2:30-5:45
p.rn. Friday and 8:30 a.m, to noon
Saturday. For more information,
. contact Cheryl Korn at 385-1360.
A toll-free financial aid
helpline number is now available to
college freshmen and sophmores.
The number, 1-800-AID-FIND,
belongs to Student Aid Finders, a
nation-wide scholarship matching
service, based in Boston. T~is com-
Applications Being
Accepted For
Advertising Sales
People
Arc you an aggressive self-starter
- who enjoys challenging work and
the t'inunciul rewards (hat go with
it'! If so. a career in Broadcast
Sales may be Ior you. Wc arc cur-
rently seeking enthusiastic men
and women interested in joining
Boise's best radio sales (cam. Ex-
pcricucc is nOI required. Please
semi resumes 10:
\Irian Harm Sale' ~lanager
"·lile IUtli"
P.O. 11.1\ 6J
Hoivc , Itl HJ707
UNfAIR JOB
ADVANTAGE:
A KINKO'S
RESUME
Stand aparl (rom thecrowd wlth
a .harp.lookIngproCesslorut!
resume from KJnko'~
kinko's~
7:30·Mldnlght
7:30·9 p.m.
9:00·6 p.m.
11:00·6 p.m.
. 342·7995
615 S. Capitol Blvd.
<;reat eopIe$. creat peclt)It!.
Mon·Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
pany has computer-access to more
than 4 billion dollars in student aid
sources.
Hemphill's service, which costs
$39, guarantees to find any student
a minimum of 5 (and as many as 25)
student aid sources based on infor-
mation the student supplies on a data
form.
For more information: call Hem-
phillat 617-449-5782.
Applications for the
annual Inez Robb Scholarship are
now being accepted by the Boise
branch of the American Association
of University Women. The $500
scholarship is awarded to an Idaho
woman in her junior or senior year
in college who is majoring in com-
munication with a media emphasis.
Requirements include a 3.3 GPA,
community involvement, and a per-
manent residence in Ada County.
Applications are available- from
Sara Harder at 160 Parkway Drive,
Boise. Idaho 83706. Completed ap-
plications are due April 30 for the
1987-1988 academic year.
- BSU geologists Claude
Spinosa and. Walter S. Snyder have'
recived a $100,000 grant from the Na-
tional Science Foundation for a two-
year study of the geologic history of
northeastern Nevada.
They will present the first paper
related to the study in May to the
Geological Society of American
meeting in Hilo, Hawaii. That report
results from preliminary research
partially funded by the Faculty
Research Committee.
A retirement reception for
Margaret Peek, associate dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences. will
honor _her Tuesday, April 28, from
1:30-3 p.m. in the Nez Perce Room
of the SUB.
An exploration of how
to complete state job applications
and exams successfully is being 01'-
fered by the Idaho Personnel Com-
mission in new career development
training sessions.
The training is for those hoping for
promotion in state employment and
will explore how to deal effectively
with the process for state job
applications.
Application forms for the training
Why Thousands of Doctors Have Learned
and Recommend Transcendental Meditation·
Watcl: the Transcendental Meditation Television Special
TV Cb-12: Sat. 9:30 am & 11:30 pm; Sun. 10 pm and TV Ch-6: Mon. 12 am
Transcendental Meditation is The benefits of TM are docu-. . easy to learn and enjoyable mented by more than 300 scien-
to practice. In just a few minutes, tific researeh studies. These
TM provides a unique state of benefits include:
deep rest. This deep rest dissolves • Less stress and anxiety
stress and refreshes the mind • Clearer thinking, greater
and body. Six thousand medical intelligencll and learning ability
doctors' in the U.S. have learned • More energy and stamina
TM;-Many recommend it to their • More happiness, self-esteem
patients as a way to stay healthy and inner peace
and young. • More harmonious relatlonships
sessions have been sent to employees
and should be retufned byMay 8 to
Vicki Tokita, personnel analyst,
Idaho Personnel Commission, 700
West State, Boise, 83720, 334-2263.
A Boise River clean-up.
day will be hosted by BSU Students
for a Better Boise River May 3, at I
p.m,
Anyone interested in participating
should meet in front of the band shell
in lulia Davis Park.
A party will follow at 7 p.rn, at
~ "The River," 416 South 9th Street.
Prizes will be raffled off and all
participants will be eligible.
Free Boise River T-shirts will be
given to the first 50 people at thc
door. For more information call
345-8334.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi-Founder of
the Tnnscendcalal MedltatJOD Program
Reduction of Aging Less Dlness;Reduced Hospitalization
Free Introductory Lectures on Transcendental Meditation-This Week Only
Boise Boise State University Nampa
Red Lion Inn Downtowner Student Union Thoroughbred Restaurant
1800 Fairview Ave Senate Chambers Karcher Mall
Mon. & Tue., 7:30 pm Tue., Noon Wed., 7:30 pm
Transcendental Meditation and TM are registered service marks of WPEC-U.S .• a nonprofit educational organization.
HelpY our Resume Grow WitJI The Student Union
.AccenungAonucauons for Student Employment
Summer & 1987-88 School Year
"Nothing else is as effec-
tive as TM in producing
deep relaxation and in
combatting stress and
tension."
Barry Charles, MD
National Student Exchange Coordinator
StudcntActivities Program Assistant (2)
Student Activities Office Assistant (proposed)
Outdoor Rental Supervisor
Outdoor Rental Center Attendants
Operations Office Assistance (2)
Marketing Supervisor (proposed)
3.75*
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.35
3.85
4.00.
.*Proposed Hourly. Rates
Applications and Display of Job Descriptions at Union Station
Deadline Extended. Until Thursday, April 30
lillJJ
STUDENT UNION
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
BSU Social Work Pro-
fessor Arnold Panitch attend the
Atlantic Canada Faculty Institute '87
at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this summer .
Panitch is one of 15American pro-
fessors selected by the University of
Maine for participation in this
program.
ACFI '87 begins in Halifax and
moves to selected locations to com-
plement the learning content. It will
run for 10 days total.
The purpose of the institute is to
help college professors who are
teaching courses in the United States
about Canada. The content of the in-
stitute includes topics on Acadian
history and politics, economic
development in the Maritimes and
regional art, plus time for touring the
vicinity.
Give
BIoocL
Give
Life.
r- (~ll
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Peoplepracticing the TM tech- .
nlque for 5 years or lesshad the
biologicalageof a person5 years
younger. People practicingTM
for more than 5 years had the
biologicalageof a person 12-15
years younger. .
"TM eliminated the stress
that made life a struggle.
Problems just seem to
solve themselves."
Jane Holly
.Registered Nurse
Health insurance statistics on
1800 peoplepracticing the TM
techniqueover a 4 year period
found 5j.3% lesshospitalization
and :/6% lesssurgicalutilization
indicating significantlyless ill-
ness for peoplepracticingTM .
Marketing Graphic Artist
Union Managers
Union Station Attendants
Maintenance Craftsmen.
Recreation Center Attendants
Recreation Center Assistant
Recreation Center Maintenance Assistance
3.85
4.50
3,35
3.85
3.35
4.00
3.65
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Police should butt out
As a quick perusal of the front page will tell you, the protesting game Is heating
up. That's good. .
That's good because people should be allowed to express" their opinions about
religion, women, sexuality and education-as Mr. Woroniecki did April 24 on
campus-and about Central America, U.S. involvement therein, states' rights and
government in general-as students and faculty did on and off campus last week,
Since the '60s, however, a heat-up in the protest game always seems to bring with
it involvement on the part of-the police. That's not good. IIi fact, police involvement
often escalates the problem-Kent State taught us that much. But, still, even on a
local level, police officers feel they need to butt in on what is an otherwise peaceful
exercise of citizens' First Amendment rights.
In two of the three protests involving BSU students or faculty, police involvement
came into play. In the case of the faculty members protesting in the Boise Municipal
Airport (the key word here being "municipal"), police officers actually insisted the
protesters leave the building.
In tlte words of Dr. MichaelBlain, " ... the cop kicked us out." That's problematic,
in this democratic society of ours.
The campus police acted in a slightly more responsible fashion concerning
Woroniecki's speeches on campus-still, there was a problem. Although Sgt. Dave
Sittsworth said, "He had every right tospeak," he still posted himself in Woroniecki's
vicinity for over an hour. Why? To keep a peace which was obviously being kept before
his arrival? And, if other witnesses can be believed, Stittsworth requested Woroniecki's
departure, but, apparently, changed his mind after the mention of Woroniecki's right
to speak in a public place. " .
Consider these two events and the [iost of memories you probably have of the events
of the '60s, either from first-hand experience or from that greatest of memory-makers,
documentary footage. Would it be inane to urge police officers to learn their con-
stitutionallaw abit "better-and adhere to it? According to some recent studies, pro-
testing is going to keep heating up throughout the rest of this decade. It would be
a pity if the mistakes of the '60s were repeated.
.!€.
THE VIEW FROM
THE BASEMENT
The other side of the story . Ij
sexually harrass students, there are students
who offer to buy their grades with their
bodies. Yetthe instructors seldom take action.
against such students-even though such an
offer clearly constitutes academic dishonesty.
Students can invent transgressions against
them and accuse innocent instructors. What
better revengeis there against a professor who
failed you because you deserved to fail, whom
you feel is unqualified to teach or whom you
simply do not like?
What more unethical way is there to gain
an unjustifiable end? The rights we as
students have are there to guarantee us
justice, not to be used for unjust ends.
That is why it is important to be sure com-
plaints we make are just, to the best of our
knowledge.
And that is why I think professors should
use their own rights to protest unethical stu-
dent behavior. Just as they have certain
responsibilities, so do students. Students have
the right.to see professors meet their respons-
ibilities-and I believe professors have the
right to see we meet curs-e-when the ques-
tion is one of honesty or fairness.
In fact, the responsibilities of each group
may include excercising its rights, both to
help prevent recurrences, and to keep the
rights from being lost through apathy or
neglect.
by Karen Kammann
The University News
In last week's column, I discussed students
who were victims of unjust professorial ac-
tions and what those students could do. As
one professor pointed out (and I would like
te thank him here), the column was only half
the picture. I want to try to present the other
half now.
If students want the right to be treated fair-
ly, and with justice, they must extend that
right to others, including professors.
A student who has a legitimate grievance
should never be pressured or frightened into
dropping it. Before taking any action, even
before meeting with the instructor 'in ques-
tion, he has a duty to do some soul-searching
to decide whether his' cause is legitimate.
Students who take professors before
grievance boards to protest grades they
deserve, personal disagreements or petty
squabbles are abusing their rights and abus-
ing their professors.
So, before taking action, a student must
be sure he truly believeshe is in the right, and
truly believes the issue is important and ap-
propriate for action.
Just as instructors sometimes behave un-
fairly or unethically toward students, students
sometimes behave the same way toward pro-
fessors. As surely as there are professors who
Thanks for the memories
Next Monday, the last issue of The University News for this year will be printed.
We are finishing up in order for the staff to at least take a stab at passing their final
exams.
So this is my chance to tell you that it has been my honor to serve the students
as editor of this publication. I hope you have enjoyed reading all or some of the 27
issues which have appeared for your benefit and your information.
I'd like to thank the 30 or 40 people who have worked here over the year-and
encourage everyone to "tune in nextfall," when your hosts will be co-editors Karen
Kammann and Steve Lyon. Their first issue will appear August 31, the first Monday
of classes.
Look for the lavender ink on next week's final issue, and thank you for reading.
. -Edith L. Decker
editor in chief
LETTERS
Yunker only doing job
Editor, The University News;
It is ironic that on the veryday The Univer-
sity News is criticizing Mr. Doug Yunker for
enforcing standards applicable for future
social workers, The Idaho Statesman is
quoting Mr. Charles Lentz, executive direc-
tor of the Idaho Education Association, as
saying, "Colleges and universities have been
guilty of allowing anyone who wants to go
into teaching to do so."
I am not implying that Knowlton and
Smith are potential child abusers by referen-
cing the artiele containing the above quote.
I am suggesting that standards are needed in
al! fields. Part of a university's mission, and
thusly part of Mr. Yunker's job as a depart-
ment chairman, is to interpret and enforce
the standards of a given field. If these stan-
dards could be definitively spelled out, it
would be simple. It would also be restrictive,
confining, and possibly unfair and
discriminatory. Mr. Yunker and the rest of
the social work department have the respon-
sibility of using their judgment as to the
suitability of students as social workers.
It would -be an even greater irony if the
ability and the responsibility to evaluate and
make professional judgements was removed
from a field as humanisitic as social work.
LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor should he typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500words.
The letters must be signed and a telephone
number provided. for our verification
procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctua-
tion, length and libelous or offensive content.
The editorial staff at The University News,
agrees with the USSPA Code of Ethics.
Among the provisions of the code are:
"Freedom of expressionand debate by means _
of a free and vigorous student press is essen-
tial to the effectiveness of an educational
community in a democratic society."
"The 'student press must provide an open
forum for unfettered expression of opinion,
including those opinions differing from
editorial policy."
CORRECTION
Mrs. Rose Cicero
Eagle, Idaho In "Greeks let loose during week of fun,"
on page II of the April 20 issue, the article
incorrectly stated that Dave Larsen is vice
president of Sigma Phi Epsilon. Larsen, in
fact, is a vice president of Kappa Sigma. We
apologize for the error.
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Cites poor journalism programs
.Group raps regional schools
by Donna Glenn Pfeiffer
The University News
cd for entry-level work on a daily
newspaper.
He said Allied is making the pro-
posal because northwest newspapers
would like to hire from regional
universities, but students who
graduate from schools such as WSU
and the University of Oregon are not
prepared with fundamental jour-
nalism skills.
Steve Hartgen agreed, adding that
the problemsthe association is at-
tempting to address can be found in
communication departments across
the nation.
"We're looking at a problem that
is not unique-to the northwest,"
Hartgen said.
Morris disagreed with some of
, Allied's proposals, saying that the.
association wants a separation be-
tween theory and practica, with too
much emphasis on skills training.
.Morris said students graduating
from skills-oriented departments are
not adequately prepared for manage-
ment positlons..
Those students often burn out on
newswriting after a fewyears, but are
not prepared to move into manage-
ment, he said;
, Morris said programs like those at
BSU or WSU, which emphasize
theory as well as skills, offer students
a better background for long-term
employment and management-level
positions in the journalism field.
The committee is also proposing
'that journalism instructors stay cur-
rent. with real-world practices by
spending a period of time, such as a
summer or semester, in the
workplace.
Shelledy said journalism faculty in
news/editorial and advertising se-
quences would be evaluated on their
efforts to, maintain a current
curriculum.
- But Tan said that the publish-or-
perish syndrome to which faculty
must adhere in order to gain and
maintain tenure often precludes prac-
tical research.
Tan questioned which programs
would be evaluated and whether
Allied was setting itself up as some
sort of accreditation agency.
"This is not an accreditation pro-
cess," Shelledy stressed, but said the
advertising and newsprograms would
be evaluated separately to determine
whether people weregraduating with
the practical skills that regional
newspapers are demanding.
Hartgen said the news industry
should be prepared to. back up its
proposals by offering entry-level
graduates higher salaries.
The news industry is historically
low-paying and keeping well-trained
people has been a problem, Hartgen
said.
The panel discussed the. value of
Allied supporting a free-standing
media institute in the northwest for
graduate studies in journalism.
Morris said he liked the pointer in-
stitute idea, and believed the BSU
curriculum offers good preparation
for graduate studies.
Shelledy said programs which meet
Allied criteria or which are attemp-
ting to meet those criteria can expect
association support in the form of
financial aid, consideration for
Allied scholarship money, a primary
recruitment source for.newspaper job
openings, student intern programs
and symposia and workshops.
He said programs which are not at-
tempting to meet Allied standards
will not getthe association's support.
"It's just a matter of, 'we've got the
moncy and we'll put it where wethink
it's must useful,' " Shelledy said.
A newspaper trade association,
whieh said students across the north-
west are not getting the right educa-
tion for entry-level newspaper work,
has proposed an evaluation program
for regional universities, according to
an association spokesman, ,
Jay Shelledy, editor and publisher _
of theMoscow Idahonian, and chair-
man of an Allied Daily Newspapers'
ad hoc committee, on April 25,
outlined the committee's proposals
for evaluating journalism and .com-
'munication department curricula'
across five Pacific Northwest states..
beginning. with the 1987-88 school
year.
Allied is a daily newspaper trade
association with members from
Idaho, WaShington, Oregon, Mon-
tana.rand Alaska. The ad hoc com-
mittee was formed to address what
association members feel is 11 lack of
good journalism instruction in
regional, universities, according to
Shelledy:
Shelledy reviewed the committee's
proposals as part of a panel discus-
sion presented during the Idaho Press
Club's annual meeting in Boise.
Panel members includedShelledy;
Dan Morris, director of journalism
emphasis, BSU Department of Com-
munication; Jim Fisher, assistant
professor, University of Idaho School
of Communication; Alexis Tan,
Chairman, Washington State Univer-
sity ,Department. of Communica-
tions; and Steve Hartgen, managing
editor, The Times-News, Thin Falls,
Idaho.
Shelledy said regional universities
are turning out graduates who do not
have thebasicjournalism skills and
broad, liberal arts background need-
Repent ye all: Michael Woroniecki drags a crossacross campus while preaching the
evils of organized religion. Photo
courtesy of Heather Bryson.
Protests.chanqe with issues Jesus---------
Cont. from page 1. quickly complied with her hus-band's request to bring him a
glass of water.
Woroniecki claimed he attend-
ed college and even earned a
master's degree, but his wife said
it was "a waste of time, energy'
and money."
The Woronieckis said they have
been traveling to campuses for six
years, and recently were not allow-
ed to speak at Brigham Young'
University.
They said private colleges nor-
mally. give them a harder time
since they are not located on
pub lie property.
When asked how the couple
funds 'their' crusade, Mrs.
Woroniecki said "the Lord pro-
"ides us with money."
protested what some are calling a
racially motivated' fight" that took,
place two weeks ago on campus, Col-
umbia spokesman Henry Fuhrmann
said. " ,
" In addition, 23 people, including
Columbia students, were arrested for,
sitting-in at a police station. The
group was protesting the same fight
which activists called an "attack" on
eight black students. .
Some observers suggest students
are no less socially aware this year,
but that they're just more interested
in recent issues like the breakdowns
in racial relations and tuition in-
'creases. "There are no (anti-
apartheid) shanties here this year,"
between protestors, police and con-
servative student groups, unfolded
with smaller-scale protests at Penn
State, Portland State, the State
University' of New York at Albany,
Wabash . (Ind.) College and the
University of Texas, North Carolina
and Florida Atlantic.
The ACA's Josh Nessen said the
anti-apartheid movement has shifted
focus from campuses-many of
which have sold their shares in firms
that do business in South Africa-
to "hitting the companies directly."
Acitivists-some of them
students-protested outside Johnson
& Johnson headquarters; and built
"shanties" outside Citibank offices
in new York, Chicago and Baltimore
during the "Weeks of Action,"
Nessen said.
This year, Nessen added, students
arc "linking anti-apartheid work and
struggles against domestic racism."
Although they were not drawn by
any organized efforts, students at
Michigan and Columbia, for in-
stance, have held rallies and sit-ins to
draw attention to racial tensions on
their campuses.
"Between 500 and 600 students
(CPS)-:--While national demonstra-
tions and protests have drawn smaller
crowds of students than last year, ac-
tivists say students in certain areas of
the country are still turning out in big
numbers.
On April 6, for example, 5,000
California college students converg-
ed on Sacramento for a marchto the
statehouse protesting cuts in state
financial aid.
General Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown called the demonstration the
"biggest. rally since the Vietnam
War." ,
By,' contrast, only 600 students
showed up inWashingtion, D.C., to
protest federal student aid cuts, when
in recent years thousands came to
lobby.
The week before the big march in
Sacramento, an anti-war group call-
ed No Business As Usual and the
Committee in Solidarity with the
People of'El Salvador both attracted
sparse crowds to pre-arranged rallies.
And the American Committee on
Africa's annual "Weeks of Action"
from March 21 to April 6, which last
spring led to protests on score~ of
campuses and tense confrontations
no attempt to move or remove
him," she said.
Stittsworth said a police report
was filed about the incident.
After receiving the warning,
Woruniecki spent the last 45
minutes of his campus visit speak-
ing to' individuals and small
groups. He answered questions,
without the shouting that accom-
panied his earlier speeches.
Woroniecki said only women
who' are servants to their
husbands are not witches. He said
his wife was a'witch when they
met, bu't he "cleansed her," and
now she is a real woman.
At one point during the day's
proceedings, Mrs. Woroniecki
See protest,' page 6.
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Studyexal11 ines
female strength
According to Pfeiffer, past theories '
said pre-pubescent-aged children
"wouldn't get any stronger."
People from various countries re-
quested some of the results he got
from the study, he said.
Pfeiffer said he did not .conduct
the first study with both sexes
because hewanted more participants
of each sex than would have been
possible, and he was unsure whether
the boys and girls would get along.
According to Pfeiffer, he will not
know the results of the study until
June, four weeks after the actual
study is done, because tests need to
be done on the children, after they
have done weightlifting, to "look for
differences. "
"Statistically, first, if any changes
occur, (we) need to determine if the
changes occurred from the weight lif-
ting," he said.
To some degree, this. study is try-
ing to prove that if children begin lif-
. ting weights at an early age, strength
increases could be attained, he said ..
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
Ron Pfdffer, assistant professor of
human' anatomy, . isconducting a
study on whether females between
age six and when puberty sets in can
gain strength through weightlifting.
According to Pfeiffer, to test if this
is true, females ranging from six years
to 60 have been tested.
The tests consist-of nine specific
weight lifts-bench pressing, leg ex-
tensions, leg curls, and "things like
that," Pfei ffer said.
The children, volunteered by their
parents, are required to lift a weight
10times, which, according to Pfeif-
fer, "reduces injury potential
significantly. "
Last year, Pfeiffer said,he studied
boys in the same age groups and pro-
ved earlier-made theories incorrect.
Pfeiffer found, in boys, that all three
age groups (pre-pubescent, pubescent
and post-pubescent) showed strength
gains. . En trepreneur:
Profest-------
Cont. from page 5.TODAY'S SMARTEST DRMNGOUTFIT: federal student aid programs. USSA,
which drew 7,000students-to its "Na-
tional Sutdent Lobby Day" in 1983
to protest far less drastic cuts than
President Reagan has proposed this
year, attracted 400 students in March.
National issues still hold an ap-
peal, however.Last week, 60 activists
went on trial for protesting a CIA
recruiting visit to the University of
Massachusetts. at Amherst last
November. .
Anti-CIA protests are cropping up
elsewhere, sponsored by groups like
the ProgressiveStudent Organization
at the University of Minnesota. At
the Thin cities campus, business
senior John Crabath, 32, said, "The
PSO gets stronger every year. Last
quarter's demonstration, was the big-
gest ever."
Vern Lamplot of the University of
Arizona said. Instead, "students are
focusing on pocketbook issues."
UA students seem most upset by
state budget cuts that have forced the
school to cut the number of courses
it offers, to propose raising tuition by
10 percent and reduce certain cam-
pus services.
When the library was forced to
close earlier to save money, 3,500
students "sat in and outside (the
library) 'til 5 a.m.," UAStudent
Senator Randy Udelman said. "We
got some hours back."
Still, the U.S.Student Association
has found it hard to stir much interest
among sutdents in a "pocketbook
issue" like the proposed cuts in
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o photographers
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• copy editors
Come on over to 1603V2 University Drive and pick up an applica-
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FORD MOTOR CREDIT COMPANY
Dick Donnelly explains 'why ••.
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knowlec!gepays
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Your Government has published
thousands of books to serve America.
And now the Government Printing
Office has put together a catalog
of the Government's "Bestsellers"-
almost a thousand books in all .
Books like The Space Shuttle at
WOJ:k,Starting a Business,
U.S. Postage Stamps, and
National Parks Guide and
Map. Idaresay there's even
information on one of my
favorite subjects- printing.
Find out what the
Government has published
for you-send for your
free catalog.
MAKE THE SMART MOVE. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY AT
•
. .. DICK .DONNELLY
.... 2~~~£~~~.~' e~~~~!3 New ~atalog ,Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402
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CUlinary students sell entrees et cafeteria
by John Sowell
The University News
In a little-known part of BSU,
patrons can dine on such specialties
as beef stroganoff .. sausage can-
neloni, chicken cacciatore and tem-
pura prawns,
No, this is not what they serve at
the ~UB's Union Street Cafe, nor
upstairs in the same building to dorm
residents. Instead, entrees like these,
prepared and served by students, are
available at the Culinary Arts Pro-
gram's cafeteria.
Though not generally known by
the campus population, the cafeteria,
located at 1310University Drive, at
)he east end of the Vo.:JechBuilding,
serves lunch five days a week from
11:30a.m. to 12:30p.m, It is open to
the public, with prices ranging from
$2.25 to $3.55, drinks and dessert
included.
Chef Philip Walsh, head instruc-
tor for the program, said the 60-seat
cafeteria provides an outlet for the
food which students prepare as part
of theirtraining. He said an average
of 40 customers are served per day.
Every Wednesday, a $3.50 all-you-
can-eat menu 1S prepared. This week,
for instance, a Spanish menu will be
served, while, in past weeks, the
menu has featured English and
Polynesian food.
The program entails two years of
classes and graduates earn an
associate degree of applied science.
Walsh said food preparation,
customer service and restaurant
mangement, as well as basic skills,
arc taught by the four-member staff.
Julie Catlett will graduate from the
program next month, and, like many
of the second-year students, already
has a job lined up.
Three weeks ago, Catlett was hired
by Milford's, a Boise seafood
restaurant. She works part-time as
both a broiler and saute cook.
Catlett said the restaurant, like the
culinary program, stresses quality-
evidenced by their preparation of
sauces. Many restaurants rely on
bases or cans, but she said Milford's
makes all of theirs from scratch.
Chef Ed Slough is another of the
program's instructors. He said run-
ning a restaurant is more than put-
ting food ona customer's plate.
Slough said when people go out to
eat, they want a dining experience.
He said it is .the chefs responsibility
to give them a positive one. "People
like to be pampered," he said.
Slough said it takes a lot of hard
work to be a successful chef, but the
payoff of customer satisfaction is
rewarding.
The lesson is not lost on the
students. "1 like to put a lot of pride
in my work," Catlett said. "The
customer is the most important per-
son in the restaurant."
Slough said he expects the pro-
gram to receive accreditation from
the_American Culinary Federation
within the next year. He said out of
600 programs which have applied,
only around 12have received this ac-
creditation. Itwould be a prestigious
honor for the program, he said.
In addition to lunch, the cafeteria
also provides a coffee break alter-
native, serving fresh doughnuts and
pastry daily from 9:30-10:30a.m, A
weekly bake sale occurs on Fridays,
with various items offered for sale
until 2 p.rn,
Walsh said the offerings of the
program are not meant to be In com-
petition with Saga Foods, operators
of the SUB's food service, or any of
the area restaurants. But, he said,
word-of-mouth provides good
reports on the quality of food his
'students prepare. •
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Chef PhUipWalsh, left, prepares a ham while student Dan Lopez watches.
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR
FOOD, FUN, LIVE MUSIC
C'mon, Make D1Y Day!
Wednesday, April 29
11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m,
in the .Quad Area
between the Library and Business Buildings
sponsored by the Student Activities Office
Reserve a space for your group now!
Reservation forms available in the
Student Activities Office, SUB-205
For more information, call 385-1223
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Preview this summer's Shakesp.eareTHE FILMS
NickNQlte ina Stetson?
by Edith Decker
The University News
Picture Nick Nolte in a Stetson. Amused?
This thought is just about as silly as the en-
tirety of his new film, Extreme Prejudice.
Stupid Stupid names are a big
\
part of this film. Nolte plays Texas Ranger
Jack Benteen. Benteen-a cross between a
brand of chewing gum and chewing tobac-
co. Powers Boothe (also in 48 Hours) plays
Cash Bailey-a drug runner who buys off
(with cash no doubt) the entire Mexican
political system. They arc old pals.
"Old pals: one a cop and onea crook.
Haven't I heard this song before?" you say.
Yup. And it gits worse, pardner. They were
both in love with the same girl. (Second
verse.)And Benteen and Bailey square off in
the end-for honor and the girl. (Third
vcrse.) Arc you sick yet? The cliches go on.
In the midst of this, five army sergeants
and a major-wander into Benteen's town to
get some information on Cash's dealings with
the local bank. There's a lot of shooting dur-
ing all this, since the army, being what it is,
ended up robbing the bank-sin daylight-in
order to make it look like they weren't after
the records.
There's a whole lot of shooting going on
during all this stuff; wt:re up' to about a
dozen dead by the middle of the movie. Of
course, Benteen has this nasty habit of be-
ing the sole survivor of massacres all through
the film. Something about having the biggest
gun, I suppose.
Nolte keeps his usualEastwoodish stone-
wall face during the film. Docs this man
know how to smile? More immediate, does
this man know how to act? Probably not.
The only thing he really does well is the old
hi-yah stuff that made him a star in the first
place-and he doesn't quick-kick one poor
sucker during the Whole film. He lets Smith
and Wesson hi-yah for him.
Boothe is appropriately sweaty as the
villain who can't turn good. Maria Conchia
Alonso is appropriately busty and frightened-
looking as the woman they both love.
Now, the question of the hour, a real killer:
Who do you think gets the girl? Right again,
amigos.
Extreme Prejudice is one of those films
that should not have existed. The screenplay
should hl1Yebeen made into another boring
edition of "Hunter" or "Magnum, Rl"
Extreme Prejudice is violent; bloody,
stupid, bloody, a waste of money and bloody.
(And those cowboys and army folks swear
a heap, too.) It is rated R~for robustly rot-
ten and ridiculous-and is playing at the Fair-
vu Cinemas. ."If.,
Old olottutns -'Success'
by J. Pittman
The University News
If you like Michael 1. Fox (more than just
a little), then perhaps you'll enjoy The Secret
of My Succel;S-in spite of its weak story. Oh,
there's a plot all right, and if has a fewlaughs
but the laughs arc far and few between and
the plot. ... well, let's put it this way: if I
could give one rating for the actors and one
for the story, you'd see thumbs up on the first
and a definite thumbs down on the other.
Fox (Light of Day, Back to the Future)
plays Brentley Foster, a Kansas farm boy,
fresh from college, and ready to take on New
York City.
In a last-ditch effort, Brentley goes beg-
ging for a job from his short-tail "uncle,"
Howard Prescott (Richard Jordan). Prescott
is the top executive of the Pemrose Corp., a
conglomerate that employs 30,000 people in
NewYorkalone. Through his earnest persua-
sion; Brentleyconvinces Prescott to hire him.
Brentley starts in the mailroom and right
away spies beautiful Christy Wills (Helen
Slater, of Supergirl),
Brcntley learns that the company has ma-
jor cash-flow problems and that the upper
echelon has no idea what anyone else is do-
ing. So, he moves himself into an empty ex-
ecutive office, hires himself a secretary and
all his equipment through memos he writes
and delivers as the mail clerk. Then he gives
himself a new name, Carlton Whitefield, and
in his new guise, manages to get. in with
. Christy.
Along the way, Brentley (as Brentley) has
an affair with the wife of a big executivewho
turns out to be VeraPrescott (Margaret Whit-
ton)-yep, you guessed it, the wife of good
old Uncle Howard.
It seemed to me that the story was about
what a bunch of bumbling idiots executives
arc. How they are spineless wimps kowtow-
ing to the boss whether they know he's right
or not, and who would sell the rest of the
company down the river to save themselves.
And, or course, the ones who know
everything are the mailroom types.
So, why is it they are all so busy trying to
become executive creeps? During a cnmac-
tic scene near the end, Brentley accuses Chris-
ty of sleepingwith whomever she needs to, to
get ahead. But he can somehow justify be-
ing seduced by the boss's wife-his own aunt,
for crying out loud!
The ending seemed to be tacked ori with
no logical progression and there were several
abrupt personality changes -.Once again, I
think the big weakness in Hollywood these
days is the writing. .
The performances were okay for what
flimsy material they had to work with, but'
I felt every actor in this film has done better
work elsewhere.
If you must go sec this film, try to get in
on a bargain day, because.that's all it's worth.
The Secret of My Success is playing at the
Mann Theaters and is rated PG-B.
If'
MONDAY
SPB film, Top Secret, SPEC, 7 p.m., $1-2.50.
Songwriting workshop with Lathan Hiidson,
Morrison Center RccitalHall, 7 p.m., $20-30.
$20-30.
:'\jewphotography exhibit, Linda McDougall
the Darkroom and Photographer's Gallery,
through May.29, 8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.rn., free.
TUESDAY
Free faculty/staff swimming lesson, BSU
Pool, 9:45-10:30.
BSU Percussion Concert, Morrison Center
Stage 2, 8 p.m., $2-4.00, BSU students, facul-
ty and staff free.
. Film special, Norma Rae. KTRV-12,8 p.m,
WEDNESDAY
Faculty/staff luncheon. with Richard Bull-
ington, "What is the Vice President for In-
formation Extention," SUB Lookout Room,
noon, $4.
SPB film, Nixon: Checkers to Watergate,
SUB Boisean Lounge, 3:30 p.m., free.
Youth Symphony, Morrison Center C 125,
6 p.m., free.
Student Organizational Fair, BSU quad, 11
a.m.-3 p.m,
The Idaho Shakespeare festival will
sent Shakespearience,.two 45-minute
grams about Shakespeare and Elizabi
England, .on May' 1 at 8:15 p.m. i~
Morrison Center Stage 2.
Scenes from this summer's productioi
Romeo and Juliet, Comedy of E,
and Pericles will be feau
According to director 'Irish Elh
the purpose of this special pe
mance is to "entice you, delight
,'educate you and leave you war
;1 more."
Admission is free to the pu
first-come, first-served.
i
I
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Put Up the books for Spring Fling
al
Progressive dance music, three oands,comedy, icc cream and burritos will highlight the 9th ann' al
BSU "Spring Fling" at the Julia Davis Park band shell on May 3, noon-5 p.m.
Sponsored by SPB and KFXD, this year's "Spring Fling" will feature the Scooters,
Methods of Dance and The Hi-Tops, as .
well as the Comic-Kazes, There will be live
. coverage by "Big Jack" Armstrong, and
free giveaways..
Admission is free to the public.
THURSDAY BigSky TennisChampionships, through May
3.
Renewal period begins for person holding a
reserved parking permit for the 1987-88
school year.SATURDAY
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Concert, Gordon Lightfoot, Morrison
Center, 7:30p.m:, $15.
Senior recital, Sherry pee ThIlis; student
recital, Kathleen. Stern, Morrison Center
recital hall, 6 p.m., free.
Recital, Brad Nelson and KellyO'Toole, sax-
ophones, Morrison Center recital hall, 8 p.m.,
free. . .'
Free fllculty/staff swimming lesson, BSU
Pool, 9:45-10:30. .
Idaho Theater For Youth, The Princess Gild
the Pea, Reading Center, 5th floor Education
Building $15 plus tax.
Boise·Philharmonie Encore Series withthe
Chamber MusicPlayers and Del Parkinson,
Morrison Center Recital Hall, 8;15,
$7.50-15.00.
Festival of Health '87, BSU Human Perfor-
mance Center (BSU Gym), 8 a.m.-4 p.rn.,
free. .
BigSky TennisChampionships, through May
3.
FRIDAY
Idaho' Shakespeare Festival performance,
"Shakespearience," Morrison Center, Stage
2, 8:15'p.m., free.
Plymouth·AAA Trouble Shooting Contest,
Stadium parking lot, 10-11:30a.m., free.
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Gordon Lightfoot, one ofthe most original.and
enduring artists in contemporary music, will
perform on April 30 at 7:30 p.m. in •the
Morrison Center. -
Lightfoot blends folk and country with the
energy of pop and rock. According to Lightfoot, his
new songs "have an uplifting message and a lot of
drive."
Lightfoot has won numerous nominations and
-awards-three platinum and five gold albums, four Gram-
my nominations and 16 Juno Awards.
Admission to the concert is $15.50.
public,
One sopreno,
two soprano
I selections will be merged with
,music of a humorous nature in a double
f;
.oprano student recital.
Tanya Siebert and Ruth Huettig will
combine their talents to present the pro-
gram April 28 at 6 p.m. in the Morrison
Center Recital Hall. Both are studerits of
Catherine Elliott.
Siebert will perform works by Mozart
and Leoncavallo as well as John Duke's
"When Slim Sophia Mounts Her Horse." .
Huettig will present music by Handel and
Mozart along with "Holiday Song," by
William Schuman. '
Festival of Health "Un-Run," Bronco
Stadium parking lot, 9 a.m., pre-registration
$6, registration the day of the race, $8.
Jazz-a-rama, Morrison Center Recital Hall, 2
p.rn., free.
May Day Celebration, Idaho Botanical
Garden. Admission is a potted plant.
Fourth Annual Prevention of Child Abuse
Hcnefit Golf Tournament, Quail Hollow
Golf Club, 8 a.m., $40.
Story Reading by the Story Ladies, Boise
Public Library, 2 p.m., free.SUNDAY
Spring Fling, Julia Davis Park band shell,
12-5 p.m., free.
Id:tho Theater For Youth, The Arkansas
Bear, Morrison Center Stage 2,' 7 p.m., $S
plus tax.
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TopSecret, pro-
duced by' the makers of
Airplane and The
KentuckyFriedMovie,
will be shown on
April 27 at 7 p.m.
in the SPEC.
This comedy
pokes fun at every
Worldw.rr II movie
ever made, and
spoofs Elvis Presley
favorites like "Love
Me Tender."
Admission
is $1-2.50.
THE TUNES
Pseudo Echo a false god
hy Mary Collins
The University News
A colorful exhibit of Tony Bennett's art
opened April2S at Brown's Galleries. This
exhibit features the paintings of an artist who
is primarily recognized for his musical talent.
It is obvious that Bennet-who uses his
real name, Anthony Benedetto, - for his
paintings-is a world traveler. Landscapes
dominate his work in terms of subject mat-
ter, ranging from views of Central park, to
San Francisco cityscapes, as well as
Mediterranean hillsides.
Bennett utilizes a fairly realistic technique
in his rendition of Greek Port, and South of
France, both lith-ographs. But his
Impressionist-influenced Iandscapes-s-the
Central Park series and San Francisco Sum-
mer Night-<:ontain a great dear more charm.
San Francisco Summer Night depicts a
street corner .scene at night under drizzling
rain. Soft, muted hues dominate the painting,
giving it a moody quality.
The Central Park series shows people at
leisure, boating, lounging on- the grass and
bicycling. This series is bright, colorful, and
is sure to have mass appeal, although it con-
tains little in terms of emotional or intellec-
tual depth. This is not necessarily a;light-it
is doubtful the artist intended these peices to
be deep, but rather gay and restful. The
by Tim Johnstone
The University News
the place of the vocals for some fun.
The album's next winner is "Listening."
Like two other songs on the album, this is
partially re-recorded from their last album.
This is power-pop with a monster hook. In
this case, the newly-added guitar works in
making the song more solid. It is fun. It is
well produced.
Again, the rest of side one and most of side
HVO fall back into banalities. The title cut is
melodramatic to the point of being silly. It's
chock full of disco strings circa 1978 that arc
nothing short of annoying, "Destination
Unknown" also has a tiresome intro,
"Don't Go" has a humorous keyboard lead
and interesting rhythm work. The percussion
is genuinely original and the guitar is nicely
low. key. It is a nice change from the rest of
the album. '
Love All Adventure docs not hold up as
an album. The band seems too concerned
with their image and how their music should
be presented.
THE GALLERIES
Bennett not just a singer
Pseudo Echo is a band with an image pro-
blem. They can't decide where they want to
be on the rock 'n roll spectrum.
This problem is evident on their latest
album' Love An Adventure, Their first
American album featured synthesizer-
do-minated dance pop with as much (if not,
more) emphasis on the hair and make-up as
the music. That is an image which is com-
pletely unhip these days and so it was no sur-
prise when their new album came out with
the band sporting a new tough-guy image.
The music on Love All Adventure is
basically the same keyboard-driven dance
_ pop. Only on this outing, the band has gone
for the big power-chord guitar leads. When
the ploy works, it docs so nicely. Unfor-
tunately, this is the case on only three of the
album's IO tracks. The rest fall into a kind
of wasteland of styles that don't succeed on
any level of their own and are, ultimately,
disappointing.
The album opens with "A Beat For You."
There are synthesizers, quasi-metal guitars,
more synthesizers and big drums and percus-
sion. There is also an amazing amount of
lyrical cliches.
"Living In A Dream," the first single from
the album, fares much better. It is immediate-
ly catchy. Synthetic horns combine with the
bass heavy-dance rhythm for a top-40 prime
radio cut. The lyrics deal with an aliena-
tion/paranoia theme which turns out to be
more weird than effective: "Something's
looking at me/ And I think it's got a crown/
It's not a King or a Queen/ But something
in between .... "
The next number, "Try," falls back into the
currently-popular, Anglo-funk groove, which,
in this case, doesn't. The vocals arc overly
stylized and the only time the song comes
together is during the break, when horns take
. ",,-',
',:, ..... ~' -,',.-:~;.," ~, ..,:."~-<-'
bright color and brushwork play heavily
upon the popularity of the Impressionist
technique.
An untitled watercolor also features a love-
ll' view over a park and toward the city of
San Francisco. The more muted tones of the
medium and dark presence of the city skyline
give this work an emotional presence.
Also contained in this collection arc two
nice still-Iifes. Still Life With Lamp is
dominated by rich, red tones.· Cezanne-
inspired oranges and a bouquet of tulips rest
on a table beside a maroon lamp. This work
is inviting and warming to view.
Still Life-Potted Flowers is happy and
colorful. This work has a sprightly, spring-
like feeling and is pleasing in color and
technique. •
Prices for Bennett's work run considerably
higher than for most art shown in our area.
Understandable, as his fame precedes him.
What makes this show interesting is the op-
portunity to see, first-hand, another facet of
this artist's creative ability.
The work of Tony Bennett will be on
display through May 9 at Brown's Galleries,
IllS W. Boise Ave ..
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SPD film, My Beautiful Laundrette, SPEC,
7 p.m., $1-2.50.
Festival of Health '87, BSU Human Pe~for-
mance Center {BSt} Gym), 8 a.m.-3 p.rn.,
free.
Big Sky Tennis Championships.
Bloornsday Race, Spokane, Washington, call
Kevin Bitner, 345-7654, for more
information.
Theater discussion, Comedy of Errors, Mor-
rison Center B 21S, 7 p.m., free.
Morrison Center Lh'c! Guitarists Joseph
Baldassarre and George Thomason, vocalist
~ark Stachofsky, KBSU 91.3 EM., 6 p.m.
-
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Members of Alpha Eta Rho meet at
the Boise Airport to take a look at
planes, meet pilots and talk flying.
.FEATURES
Fraternity promotes-interest in aviation
by Steve F. 4'on
The University News
On this campus, there is one group
of students who definitely have their
heads in the clouds-the 15 or so ac-
tive members of Alpha Eta Rho, the
international aviation fraternity.
The second oldest fraternity on
campus, Alpha Eta Rho dates back
to 1970. Nationally, the organization
was founded onAprill0, 1929, at the
University of Southern California, in
~. -the eatlydays of aviation.
Its members share at least one
common bond, an interest,
sometimes an obsession, with
aviation-or anything that has to do
with flying in general. Most are, or
have peen, enrolled. in aviation
management courses.
When the BSU chapter started out,
members either had to hold a pilot's
license or be an aviation management
major. But now, just an interest in
aviation will suffice, according to the
organization's president, Noel Price.
Price, who said she become in-
terested in flying because her father
was a private pildt,said there are at
least three members of the fraterni-
ty who are taking flying lessons right
now, and another four already have
their licenses.
In May. the fraternity is planning
a "Fly-in," in which group members
who have access to airplanes will
fly to the airstrip at Garden Valley.
Others will drive in for the weekend
of flying and partying, she said.
Wayne White, the fraternity's ad-
viser, teaches the aviation mange-
ment program from which most of
the fraternity's members are
recruited.
"We have a large percentage of our
graduates who know a semester
before graduation who they will be
working for, and where they will be
working," White said.
White's office is cluttered with
years of accumulated aviation
mementos: autographed pictures of
pilots and their planes; a couple of
airplane parts; and even a. desktop
model of a Crossair airliner which,
White said, was given to him by a
former student and Alpha Eta Rho
member who now flies with the
Swedish airline.
wnue will retire in. June, aCter
having taught aviation and air
transportation coursework since
1970. He will be moving to LasVegas
to take over as national president of
Alpha Eta Rho.
.The highlight of White's aviation-,
related academic career was in 1979,
when a BSU squad took first place
in the collegiate flight team competi-
tion held in Salt Lake City. That vic-
tory was inspiring, White said,
because they beat out a seven-person
team from the Air Force Academy,
winning ·in both flight and ground
skills competiton. They won with
rented airplanes, a Cessna 150, 172
and a Piper Cherokee.
There have been over 2,000
students that have gone. through AV·
101, Introduction to Aeronautics,
White said, and the course continues
to draw students from all majors who
want to learn about airplanes and
flying.
Many have gone on to careers in
the flying world. One is a com-
mander in the U.S. Navy, stationed
in Guam; another is a test pilot for
Lockheed, and others work in the
corporate aviation industry, he said.
White related an interesting story
about BSU-when an airstrip oc-
cupied the land where the campus is
now. White said Varney Air Mail, the
predecessor of United Airlines,
started in Boise. This was before they
were transporting people, and were
hauling mail from Pasco, Wash., to
Boise to Elko, Nev. The hangers were
located where the Vo-Tech buildings
are today.
One soon-to-be alumnus and
Alpha Eta.Rho member, who hopes
to guide planes safely to the' ground,
is Terry Falk. He will be taking.the
FAA's air traffic controller's test this
week.
"I love aviation," Falk said. He
said he became involved in the frater-
nity because he gets to be around
people who know a little bit about
it. "You get.to be around pilots and
talk airplanes," he said.
If it were not for Alpha Eta Rho,
Falk said, he never would have been
able to go on field trips to the Na-
tional Guard's flight operation center
and fly the F-4 Phantom simulator.
Last week, the group went to Boise
Cascade's corporate flight hanger,
met their chief pilot, and got a close-
up ·look . at the company's sleek
Falcon and Lear jets.
Falk wanted to fly for the Air
Force, but was grounded because of
poor eyesight. "I gave it a shot, but
they disqualified me because of my
eyes," he said ..
That hasn't stopped Falk from still
trying to get off the ground; he's
working right now on getting his
private pilot's license.
"Either way-as a hobby or a
career-it's something I like," he
said.
One Alpha Eta Rho member who
does have his eyes set on the wild blue
yonder is Fred Bartel, who has been
accepted into the Marine Corps Avia-
tion Program. After graduation from
BSU, Bartel will take 33 weeks of of-
ficer training and will then go to
either Pensacola, Fla., or Corpus
Christi.Texas, for pilot training.
"If I enjoy the Marines, I want to
stay in. I'd like to. be a squadron
leader. If Idon't like the military life,
I want to apply for corporate avia-
tion or the airlines," he said.
Future aviators:
According to Bartel, the best way
to learn how to fly is through the
military. "Most people that want to
get into flying for a career try to join
the military, and other people might
go with a management degree to
Horizon Airlines and go in through
the management route," not
necessarily to fly, but to work in
some aspect of aviation, Bartel said.
oothhome serves 'pregnant girls in need'
Walker said prenatal carc is decisions and plans that are best for
becoming more difficult for low- her and her baby, Walker said.
income women to obtain because the She said 19 women are now living
Booth Memorial Home in Boise cost of prenatal care and normal at Booth, 15 who are pregnant, plus
was built by the Salvation Army in delivery now tops $1,150. four mothers and their babies.
1921 to provide financial and medical Most of Booth's patients qualify Most of the young mothers-to-be
aid for unwed mothers, residential for Health and Welfare medicards, and parenting mothers attend regular
social worker Carol Walker said. but the state will only pay $450 junior high or high school classes at
Today the horne still serves single toward the maternity bill, she said. Booth, where three full-time and two
mothers who turn to the organization "There are fewer and fewcr doctors part-time teachers from the Boise
for help during this crucial time in who take medicard cards," Walker School District leach the classes, she
their lives, Walker said. said, but added that two Boise said. .
"It has always been .for pregnant obstetricians provide care for Booth Booth's school schedule is the
girls in need," Walker said, adding patients. . same as in the Boise schools, and the
that Booth is the only licensed mater- She said women who come to the student's transcripts will say she was
nity home in Idaho. home are usually between 13 and 19 enrolled in 'North Junior High or
The Salvation Army is a non- years old, with some ranging in their Boise High, depending on her grade
denominational, Christian religion 20s, but their average age is about 16 level, Walker said.
which provides food, shelter and years old. Girls who do not attend the
clothing to the needy, she said. Booth The maternity home offers both regular school program arc expected
Memorial was named after the Salva- residential and outpatient services, to enter a GED program, or if they
tion Army's founder, William Booth. designed to help each woman make have. already graduated, they par-
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by Donna Glenn Pfeiffer
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ticipate in a volunteer work place-
ment program, Walker said.
"We look at it (work placement) as
a real good pre-vocational reference
for them," Walker said.
She said the regular school pro-
gram also is offered to outpatients
who do not wish to attend a regular
school during their pregnancies.
Currently, 25 outpatients are
enrolled cit her part-time or full-time,
depending on their credit re-
quirements, with total school enroll-
ment ranging from 30 to 40, Walker
said. .
The Booth school program will
take both pregnant and parenting
women, and even some married
women who qualify, she said.
Tile home provides day care for
mothers who are close to graduation
or completing it school semester, she
said.
Booth also offers group and family
counseling programs for both outpa-
tients and residents, as well as a nutri-
. tion program and medical and den-
tal care, she said.
"It's kind of like a group of ser-
vices, and the girls pick the, nne that
they need," Walker said. .
During the last two months of a
pregnancy, a series of six child birth
education classes prepare the women
for labor and delivery, she said.
St. Luke's Hospital donates the
classes, which are . taught by the
hospital's nursing staff, Walker said.
. In addition, life skills classes and
personal growth groups are con-
. ducted weekly, ancI- qualified staff
and volunteers teach infant care
classes, Walker said.
Booth patients who choose. to
release their babies for adoption are
counseled through adoption support
groups, she said.
Finally, there are many arts and
crafts classes, knitting and crocheting
classes, ceramic classes, and, current- .
ly, a small appliance repair course to
better. prepare the women to function
in the outside world once they are
ready to leave Booth, Walker said.
She estimated that Booth spends
See Booth, page 11.
The heat is on.
This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college with a dcgrecand an
officers commission. Sign up for ROTes
six-week Basic Camp now. See your
Professor of Military Scicnce fer details.
But hurry. The time is short.
The space is limited, The hear is on.
BEAIL YOU CAN BE.
ARMY RESERVEOFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC
385:':3500
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Poet Brooks 'radical, rhymeless, but warranted'
by Sheri Crook
The University News
Poet and Pulitzer Prize-winner
Gwendolyn Brooks, who spoke last
week inthe SUB Ballroom, told her
audience of over 200 people that she
would most like to be remembered as
Reading verses:
Booth--
Cont. from page 10.
about $50 a day to care for each pa-
.tient, 'but through a contract with
Health and Welf!1rc, the organization
is reimbursed $30.55 a day 'for those
who qualify.
Health and Welfare will only cover
those under 18 who meet their
qualification criteria, she said.
Walker said that, of the current IS
mothers-to-be who live in the Booth
dormitories, five arc not covered by
the Health and Welfare contract.
Last summer, Booth initiated an
in-residence program for parenting
mothers who were close to gradua-
tion, Walker said.
She sald there have been no
negative reactions from women who
plan adoption about living in the
same dormitories with mothers and
their babies,
"Wc worried about that when.we
initiated th'cmoms and babies pro-'
grams." But Walker said the effect
has been positive.
She said that.rgencrally, the more
mature women release their babies
because they have some goal, like
finishing college, and realize that
their baby would be better cared for
in a more stable family situation. '
Walker said that some women who
,do not rcleasetheir babies arc
younger and feel they ha~e a r~po~s-
ibility to keep their child With Its,
natural mother. .
"Her attitude tends to be, 'but this
(baby) is mine and nobody's going to
tell me what to do!' " Walker said.
"We feel our job is not to tell them
what to do, but to show them that
they have choices, " Walker said.
Editor's note: This is thefinal part
of afour-part series on birth options'
in Boise.
Needs a business manager
to train for next year.
Call 345~8204 or
apply at the office at
1603 Y2 University Drive
(across from the SUB)
Business
Students
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someone telling the truth.--
"1 am a reporter. It is my
business-my pleasure, to report ac-
curately what I see, what Ifeel, or
what I'm told ... after I examine it,"
she said.
"I am going to try and involve you
tonight with .love, light: liberty and
lunacy," she said.
Brooks spoke of love andrnar-
riage,saying, "When you've been
married a long time, you don't have
to spell everything out."
.~ long marriage makes shorthand
possible," she said.
She changed the moo? abruptly
when she next talked about the
"alarming number of teenage
suicides in our country ."
She recited her poem, "To the
Young Who Want to. Die." "Sit
down. Inhale, exhale. The gun will
wait. Death will attend to you next
week," she said.
She quoted a friend's voice to the
living; "Lovely is this day no matter
who has died," she said. "This may
sound harsh, but take it home and
mull it over and I think you'll get
some nourishment from it."
Brook's poems about struggling
. blacks are free from an "easy
.rhyme," she said. "It's lIard to
blacken anguish with easy
rhyme .. .this is a raging, wild, free-
verse time," Brooks said.
She gave an example of her "ir-
regular rhyme," when she recited, "I
am mocking. I am not still. Tonight
Iwalk with a thousand playmates in
the hurt of our black skin."
Brooks spoke of a new "post-black
period," where blacks no longer feel
black, she said. "They were black last
. year. Could you imagine a white per-
'son saying. 'I'm in my post-white
p.eriod; I was white last year'?"
Among Brooks' major influences
as a writer, she said, were her mother
and father. "My mother is responsi-
ble for any music in my voice," she
said. "She loved music and made me
take music lessons until she realized
that I wouldn't go anywhere with it ..
My father always recited poetry in
our home, and he passed on his in-
spiration to me," she said. She nam-
ed T.S. Eliot and E.E. Cummings as
IN VIETNAM
THE WIND DOESN'T B
IT SUCKS
other major influences in her career.
One of her most "inspirational
memories," Brooks said, was
discovering that so many black poets
were having their works published.
"I was 15 years old and went to the,
library where I discovered black
poets ... like Caroline Dusk. I hadn't
known that so many had achieved
print," she said.
Brooks said she has been able to
remain optimistic throughout her life
because she same from "people who
loved' each other and' themselves."
"I came through the Depression
with my father working two jobs. We
all worked hard, but we enjoyed what.
we had," she said. "We may have liv-
ed on beans, but we had the grass and
the flowers, and we had books to
read."
Brooks spoke to potential young
writers in the audience, and said her
first advice to them would be to "tell
the truth." Secondly, she said, "read,
read, read-this includes Newsweek
and Time, but read them between the
lines," she said.
She advised young writers not to
become discouraged and to keep
revising what they write. "Poetry
rarely comes easy to me," she said.
"First comes a very rough draft, then
comes the real work: revise, revise,
andrevise again."
"Also, you don't want to say
something that has been said by
poets a thousand times before," she
said. "I don't want to sound like
anyone else, not even my. favorite
writers, only myself. .. I am radical,
rhyrneless, but warranted," she said.
WARNfR BROS PR[snmSTANlfY KUBRICK'S fUllMHAlJACKH
MAITHGEWMOOlNf AOAM BAlOWIN VINCfNT O~NOfRlO lEE ERMEY DORIAN HARfWOOO ARlISS HOWARO KEVYNMAJOR HOWARO (0 O'ROSS
scmNP~:STANlEY KUBRICK MICHAH HERR GUSTAVHASmRO ~~8:l~~~}GUSTAVHASmRO coPRoouc£RPlIIlIP flOBBS ~~~ZUAN HARlAN
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Chris 'Butlerl n vers
Poet Gwendolyn Brooks cites her mother and father as. major influences.
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Women wln one outot two
by Christopher Walton
The University News
The BSU women's tennis squad
compiled a 1-2 record April 24-25
in 'a round-robin conference
match.
BSU lost 9-0 to Weber State
College April 24, and defeated
Eastern Washington University
7-2 and lost to Uof I 6-3 April
25, for an overall record of 4-13
and a 1-2 conference mark.':
Against WSC, Terri Crowson
-Iost to the Lady Wildcats'
Christine Beer 6-1, 6'-4; Katie
Lyons lost to Wendy Compton
6-0, 6-0; Cindy Doan lost to An-
na Gurinarsson 6-0, 6-0; Sheri
Johnson lost to Melanie Pud-
de foot 6-1, 6-1; and Audra Eaton
lost to Katharina Skyllberg
6-0, 6-0. ,
In doubles competitions, Beer,
and Gunnarsson defeated
Crowson and Johnson 6-3, 6-2;
Compton and Puddefoot
defeated Eaton and Doa0..6-I, 6-2;
and Skyllberg and Jill Hayasaka
defeated Lyons and Jill Brenton
6-1, 6-1. ,
Against EWU, Crowson
defeated Jules Stangle 6-0, 6-1;
Lyons lost to Marybeth Korpinen
6-1. 6-0; Doan defeated Wendy
Manning 6-0, 6-1; Johnson
defeated Linda Gear 6-2, 6-2;
Eaton defeated Linda Glover 7-5,
6-4; and Jill Brenton defeated
Kristen Foister 6-0, 6-2.
In doubles, Crowson and
Johnson defeated Stangle and
Korpinen 6-7, 6-0, 6-4; Doan and
Eaton defeated Manning and
Gear 7'-6, 6-4; and Brenton and
Lyons defeated Foister and
Mertens 6-7. 6-1, 6-2.
'Against UI. Crowson lost to
Holry Benson 4-6, 6-0, 6-3; Lyons
ChrIs B"I/er I UnIversity News
Backhand: BSU's Terri Croson returns a serve'
against U of I In action April 25.
lost to Cathy Shanander 6-1, 6-0;' -Leyoux 6-2, 2-6, 7-6; Eaton and
Doan defeated Lynda Leyoux 7-5, Doan lost to Benson and Farwell
6-0; Johnson defeated Jodey. 6-3, 6-4; and Lyons and Brenton
Farwell 6-3, 6-3; Eaton defeated lost to Moore and Bacca 6-4, 7-6.
Jolene Bacca 7-6, 7-6 and Bren- The match was used to seed
ton lost to Sheila Moore 6-0. 6-0. players for' the Mountain West
'In doubles, Johnson' and Athletic Conferencetournal1lent,
Croson lost to' Shanander and held May 9-10 in Ogden, Utah.
SPB and KF95
Present
Featuring:
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Trackstersvictorious
by Christopher Walton
The University News
Three BSU female athletes scored
double victories April 25 in a four-
team meet at Spokane Community
College.
The Lady Bronco squad walked
away with eight meet records and
three team victories, because the meet
was scored as several dual meets bet-
, ween each of the schools.
Sabrina Johnson, Carmel Major
and Nancy Kuiper each scored dou-
ble victories for the Broncos.
Johnson set meet records in both
.'the 200 and 400-meler dashes. In the
200, Johnson 'led a Bronco sweep,
finishing in 24.2 seconds.
Second place went to BSU's Don-
na Swindell in 24.6, while third went
to teammate Julie McConnell in 25.1.
Both Johnson and McConnell broke
the old meet record of 56.3 seconds
in the 400. Johnson finished first in
53.45, followed by McConnell in 56.1.
BSU's Nicole Terra finished fourth
in the 400 at 59.0.
Major set a record in the loo-meter
hurdles, finishing in 14.5, and team-
,mate Karla Jacoby finished second in
14.88. ,
Major also placed first in the'
400-meter hurdles in 59.6,folowed by
BSU's Dornell Butler, who finished
third in 1:05.
Kuiper scored victories in the shot
put and discus throw. She threw
43-4 V2 for first place in the shot, as
Butler placed seventh at 35-7 Yo.
Kuiper's winning throw in the
discus competition was 148 feet, 4V2
inches.
Kelly Baker set a meet record in the
high jump at 5-8, while teammate
Marlene Hadfield cleared 5-4 for
third place.
Jennifer Whelan set a record in the
long jump at 19-2Y2, while Macie
Miller finished second at 18-ft Y2.
Stacia Neeley of BSU placed fifth
at 17-0, while Butler placed sixth at
16-IOYo.
Miller Set her own record in the tri-
ple jump competition, leaping
38-4Y2, while Whelan finished, se-
.cond at 38- Y2. Jacoby placed third in
the triple jump at 34-5 Y2.
Laurie Peters placed third in the
3,000-meter run in in 10:58.2, while
Butler placed seventh in the javelin
at 119-6.
In the 5,OOO-meter run,Valerie Vail
finished second in 18:26.81, and
Joanne Losensky placed fourth in
19:33.8. '
Christine Olen captured third
place in the i,5OD-meters in 4:50.93,
with Peters placing fourth in 4:54.2.
In the 800 meters, BSU's Cara
Schur finished third in 2:18.8,while
Neeley placed sixth in 2:20.7.
In the dual-meet scoring system,
BSU defeated Eastern Washington
University 96-40, UI 92-47 and
Spokane Community College 98~27.
Association
to meet
The Idaho Whitewater Association
will be holding an organizational
meeting Monday night at 7:30 at
Idaho River Sports in, Hyde Park.
According to IWA spokesman
Roger Rosentreter, Monday's agenda
will cover reorganization, planning
social events, and a variety of issues
relating to whitewater boating.
Anyone interested in the IWA,is
encouraged to attend the meeting.
For more information call Rosen-
treter a1 384:1244. ..
/'
Sunday', May 3rd
.Julia Davis Park Bandshell
12:00-5:00
Join Us!
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Volunteer keeps athletes staying in stride
by Sheri Crook
The University News
Jim Fuller, a BSU volunteer, has
combined old and new techniques to
keep athletes on the field-and out
of pain.
Before coming to Idaho to research
bacterial insecticides, Fuller spent
years working as a trainer for the
New York 'Mets, as a rehabilitation
therapist for the U.S. Navy;: and in
sports medicine for the California
Orthopedic Association.
Fuller said he volunteers his time
working with BSU athletes who have
been injured in the past or who want
to prevent injury in the' future.
He has his own techniqueswhich
he developed, he said, through years
of experience as a trainer, and "after
researching the art of accupressure
from the Cherokee nation to the
mountains of Tibet."
His techniques blend the use of ac- out of alignment, trying to cornpen-
cupressure, myotherapy (treatment sate, he said. "I line up the body and
of the muscles) 'and stretching. then I just let mother nature take
Carl Dale, a sprinter for the BSU over."· .
track team, said he would not be He said he uses accupressure to
running this season if not for Fuller. "wake up nerves" that may have
"He's really helped me stay on the gone for years without being active,
track," Dale said. "His technique is He stretches the muscles-to get them
ancient. It works." to respond to the action of the
BSU track Coach Ed Jacoby said nerves, and then recommends free
Fuller worked on Dale because he weight exercises to get the muscles
had been running with pain from an back in shape and help get the whole
old injury. body back in alignment, he said.
"Doctors had told him (Dale) that _ He said sometimes he will put a lift
he would just be in a lot of pain," inside of an athlete's shoe if one leg
and there was nothing that could be has gotten too much shorter than tlie
done about it, Jacoby said. "Fuller other. "This will help themuscies res-
has relieved the pain. Dale feels bet- pond," he said. "After I work on an
ter, and.' he's been running quite athlete three times, if the muscles
well." haven't responded, I recommend that
Fuller said injuries of tension can he see a doctor."
make muscles draw up, causing one BSU Assistant Football Coach
leg to be shorter than tile other. Once Herb Criner said Fuller "gets players
this happens, the whole body may go back on the field quick."
"He has the education to qualify
him, II. Criner said, "plus a good per-'
sonality and the willingness to work
with our athletes;"
Roberto Moran, 1986-1987 kicker
for the BSU football team, said
Fuller got him through the season
last year. "Before he worked on me,
I was in, pain all of the time. if I
worked out or. ran, my back would
hurt bad. Since he has been working
on me, I have no pain. He keeps me
going," Moran said.
. Criner said Fuller works with
athletes from not only the football
teain, but also the track and basket-
ball teams.
"He (Fuller) has an excellent
reputation in California. He wouldn't
have been able to work for the Mets
if he weren't qualified," Criner said.
"We're fortunate to have a man of his
ability putting time in for us."
Randy Mayo, assistant track
coach, said he also refers athletes to
fuller. "I think he's great," Mayo
said. "He takes care of 'the franchise'
(Steven Muse)."
Muse, a BSU shot put and discus
thrower, said Fuller "is the
greatest ... He keeps me loose and
fixes me up so I'm not tight and
tense."
Carmel Major, BSU track team
hurdler, has an injured knee but wiII
run next· weekend anyway, she said.
"When I come in crying that I need
something done withmy knee, I'll go
to him," she said.
Fuller said he volunteers his
time at BSU because the football
staff asked him to and he enjoys "giv-
ing back what sports have given to
me ... besides thai, these guys keep
me young."
He said BSU "has one of the best
medical facilities I have ever seen."
Part one of two
oUecting baseball cards is serious stuff
by Christopher Walton
The University News
I started collecting baseball cards
in 1973, when I was eight years old
and in the third grade at Morningside
School in Thin Falls. At that time, I
had absolutely no method of collec-
ting them.
All I knew was that, at least for a
couple of months, all the kids had
them and bought them at Stoker's
store, which was about three blocks
from the school.
For my own part, the hardest thing
about collecting baseball cards was
running from the school grounds to
Stoker's store at 3:15 p.m., buying
some cards, and running back before
my bus left. It was hard, but it paid
off.
One of my fondest memories from
third grade was trading baseball cards
with a kid who had not yet learned
to read. I recall sadly handing over
my Willie Mays card for a dirty, old-
Joe Narnath football eard and seeing
the joy in the kid's eyes.
After all, Willie Mays was his hero.
Actually, Willie Mays may have been
his hero, but not enough for him to
realize that I had just handed him a
picture of a reserve infielder named
Bob Oliver, but enough. about
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elementary school entrepreneurship.
I continued to collect baseball
cards through grade school, junior
high and high school, buying hun-
dreds of cards in some years and on-
ly a few in others. Still, I had no real
method.
I have a method now. Actually, I
have several methods. The great thing
about baseball card collecting is that
there are no rules. You can collect a
full set from a given year, collect on-
ly cards of your favorite team or
teams, or collect cards of only your
favorite players.
There are two baseball card stores
in Boise at the present time, and there.
are several others that sell baseball
cards along with their other products.
Boise Baseball Cards, run by
Dudley Hite, has been in operation
for two months on Fairview Avenue,
and Idaho Baseball Cards, run by
Hollis Pin cock, has been afloat since
1982 on Overland Road.
Unlike the stores (such as Stoker's)
that sell baseball cards on the candy
rack next to the M & M's, BBC and
IBC sell individual cards, yearly sets,
unopened packs and other baseball
paraphernalia.
Baseball cards appeared on the
scene in 1ll1l7, when Goodwin and
Company of New York decided to in-
elude one photo of a major league
baseball player in each package of
Old Judge cigarettes.
By the following year, several other
tobacco companies were using the
same idea, and an American institu-
tion. was born. Soon, the candy
makers followed suit, offering
baseball cards in packages of
caramels, mints and chewing gum.
Over the past century, baseball
cards have been issued in packages of
bubble gum, bread, cookies, hot
dogs, potato chips, Twinkles, gelatin,
cereal and a wide range of other
products.
PRICE II STS PER DAY
RATE STRUCTURE , A B
A Rare - BSU students
B Rate - DSU community: staff, alumni, ONE 2·4 S+ ONE 2-4 5+
family, and guests DAY DAYS DAYS DAY DAYS DAYS
WATER SPORTS EQUIPMENT -14' paddle rail - package includes:
lifevests. paddles, helmets, thrnw-
bag. pump 38.00 34.00 32.00 40.00 .' 36.00 3-1.00
14' rowing raft - package includes:
frame, 20 gallon cooler, lifevests, oars
throwbag, pump, straps, repair kit 41.00 37.00 35.00 43.00 39.00 37.00
hfuvests - 1.80 1.60 1.50 1.90 1.70 1.(,0
paddles .90 .80 .75 .95 .85 .80
OJr~ 9.00 8.10 7.65 9.50 0.55 B.OS
12 gallon coolers 2.70 2.40 2.30 2.85 2.55 2.~1I
17 gallun coolers 3.10 2.80 2.65 3.25 2.90 2.75
20 gallon coolers 3.60 3.25 3.05 3.80 3.40 3.~lI
dry hen-s 2.011 1.811 1.70 2.511 ~.25 2.111
z.z ClI. IL dry hags 2.011 I.flll 1.70 2. )5 1.911 I./lI)
3.8 ClI. II. dry bags 2.25 2.110 1.90 2.40 L15 2.IJ5
12 vult pump 2.50 2.25 2.10 3.00 2.70 2.55
rait tables 2.00 1.80 1.70 2.50 2.25 2.10
roll-up tables 1.00 .90 .85 - 1.25 1.10 ' 1.110
lire pans 1.00 .90 .65 1.25 I. III I.lIO
15' canoe - package includes:
lifevcsts. paddles, helmets 10.00 9.00 6.50 12.00 10.80 10.20
satlboard 10.00 9.00 8.50 1.2.00 10.80 10.20
car racks 2.00 1.80 1.70 2.50 2.25 2.10
BOISE RIVER EQUIPMENT
tubes 1.110 . - - 1.25 - -
2 person paddle raU 6.00 7.20 6.80 9.00 6.10 ].65
4 person paddle raU 10.00· 9.00 6.50 11.00 9.90 9.35
CAMPING AND BACKPACKING
EQUIPMENT
_ 2 person Eureka tent 4.00 3.60 3.40 4.50 4.05· 3.65
4 person Eureka lent 5.00 4.50 4.25 5.50 4.95 . 4.65
2 person geodesic dome backpack lent. 5.00 4.50 4.25 5.50 4.95 4.65
4 person geodesic dome backpack tent 7.00 6.30 5.95 8.00 7.20 6.BO
sleeping bags 3.00 2.70 2.55 3.50 3.15 2.95
sleeping pads .75 .65 .60 1.00 .90 .65 .
backpacks 2.00 1.60 1.70 2.25 2.00 1.')0
backpack stoves 1.25 1.10 1.00 1.50 1.35 1.25
2 burner propane stoves 1.25 1.10 1.00 1.50 1.35 1.25
lantern (includes mantles) 2.50 2.25 2.10 2.75 2.45 2 ..111
rarps .75 .65 .60 1.110 .911 .~5
Fir!JlNeed water filler 2.00 1.611 1.70 2.50 2.25 ~.1O
] gallon water cooler .50 .45 .40 .7:' .65 ,110
RfCREATION EQUIPMENT
volleyhall sci 5.1111 - - {diU -
~oflhJII equipment .,.1111 - - (dlfJ
ooC)uet 2.m - - :!.rilJ
h"ldminlonscl :!.ou - .. .!,r.ll
110.111::.:basketball, t(llllha/l. ~ou-erl).J11 I.IK) - - I.'ill .-
IHlrsl!shot.,:t 2.IK) - - ~.'ill
IC!1J1is r.nkct I.IKJ - .- I.~,ll
1
O.RoC.
OUTDOOR RENTAL CENTER
HOURS' OF OPERATIO'N
SPRING - MAY 31
3:00 - 7:00 P.M. MON - SAT
JUNE 1 - FALL·
1:00 - 7:00 P.M. MON - SUN
1910 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUB RECREATION CENTER
- (208) 385;1946
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THE LAST LAUGH
Hey, who is this jerk?
by Steve F. Lyon
The University Neil's
"What's funny this week, Steve?"
"Read your column last week, Sieve-I really laughed."
Sure, to which I usually reply, 4'you lying communist dog. How dare you
lie to me," while swinging my riding crop violently and dangerously in the
air. Because what lfind funny, I don't expect everybody to, so don't flatter
me. It's phony, crass and superficial, and.Iget tired of the old star treatment
day in and day out. I mean-can't you people buy some originality? .
There's nothing more guilt-provoking thansupressing one's internal desire
to scream, spit and hurl foul obscenities at someone who really deserves it,
like me. But you don't-s-because you don't want to be ostracized from the
jet-setting, Riviera-cruising, crowd I swing with at the Crazy Horse. You need
me. I'm bold, nasty, anti-establishment, a fighter, womanizer and full of hot,
young blood.
Hell. I'm a man. I can take it. My ego has been inflated-ballooned to
the point that a few f1ippant, snide comments from you people can hardly
faze my own self-admiration. And I know you're saying stuff behind my back .
I've heard you. My confidantes say they've heard you. So, shut up.
As an example of how I can easily shrug off any sort of critical attacks
against my person: consider the time I was playing a game of pinball at the
SUB last year and this geeky Young-Republican-looking guy says, "Hey, do
you work at The University News?"
And I said, "Yeah." .
And he said, "Do you know Steve F. Lyon?"-
And I said, "Yeah."
Then he said, "That guy's the biggest jerk .... "
And just the slightest smile curled the corners of my mouth. Now, if I
were an insecure, paranoid nerd, I might have flown off the handle at the guy.
"Hey, watch what you're saying, mister, or I'll have my brother beat you
up." -
But I didn't, because I was in control of the situation, baby. I merely waited
in the parking lot, hunkered down in my '58 Chevy, hyperventilating and
revving the engine loudly while resting my foot on the clutch. "The second
he hits the bottom stair," I think, "Wheeeee! The deathmobile will flatten
another II5 pounds of putrefied, living, walking, breathing protoplasm."
He never materialized-took the back door. Figures.
Well, iwas getting off on a tangent-s-wild and weird. I need to talk to
my analyst about these feelings of inferiority I keep having.
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ALBINO
ANAEROBIC
AORTA
. ARTERY
CHROMOSOME
CLONE
DIGIT
ENZYME
EYE.
FLAGELLA
HEPATIC
HERMAPHRODITE
HOMEOSTASIS
HYPOTHALAMUS
IRIS
LIP
MUCUS
NASAL
PHARYNX
PHYLUM
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PORE _
PSEUDOPOD
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SYNAPSE
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CLASSIFlEDS 15
HELP WANTED'
EXClTING BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Entertain-
ment! Live. for one year in the
Boston area with a carefully
screenedfamily as a live in Nan-
ny. Good salary, vacation, Nan-
ny Network. Call 617-794-2035 or
write One on One, 10 Berkeley
Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Now hir-
ing. Summer. Careers. Excellent
pay and world travel. For infor-
mation call 206-736-0775. Ext.
l23A.
SILVER SAGE GIRL SCOUT
COUNCIL, INC., is currently
recruiting for a variety of sum-
mer positions within our resident
summer camp programs. We
operate three camps in Idaho,'
each' with a different program
specialty for girls from the ages
of 7-17. Our programs include
- waterfront activities, horseback
riding, archery, leathercraft, and
a wide range of nature crafts and
outdoor skill activities. Our sum-
mer camps run from 4 to 7 weeks
in duration including a pre-camp
training period. We currently
have openings for unit program
staff, waterfront staff, wranglers,
maintainence and kitchen staff.
Hired staff are expected to con-
duct themselves in compliance
with our personnel policies and
Girl Scout standards. Interested
persons may request an applica-
tion and additional information
from the Silver Sage Girl Scout
Council at 1410 Etheridge Lane,
Boise, Idaho 83704 or call
377-2011.
1985 SCOOTER AERO 80. Call
Fran at 343-1606 or 344c7881.
HELPline: Information, referral,
assistance. Ext. 3469. 10:30
a.m.-l:30 p.m. M-F.
JETPACKS-You sounded great,
and I want to thank you for a
very fun week. But Tim
Johnstone is a welsher who
steals blank tapes from guiltless
fans.
Warning: The editorial staff of
The University News does not in-
vestigate the claims of any
business or entity advertising in
the classified section. We make
no claims as to the legitimacy, ac-
curacy or legality of these adver-
tisements, and suggest readers
carefully investigate any invest-
ment or employment opportuni-
ty before making a commit/memo
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY? Are' you a loving, nur-
turing person who enjoys spen-
ding time with children? Live in
lovely, suburban neighborhoods,
enjoy excellent salaries, benefits,
your. own living quarters and
limited working hours. Your
round-trip transportation is pro-
vided. One year commitment
necessary. Call or write: Mrs.
Pack, Child care Placement Ser-
vice, Inc. (CCPS) 739 Rimview
Lane, Thin Falls, 1D 83301,
208-733-7790.
MISCELLANEOUS
ACERS! Whew! What a long
hard week last week was. Whata mouthful that was! So hey,
we've got this week, hopefully full
of studying, beer, parties, beer,
fun, beer, dig it? Yeah, ya do! See
ya-K.M.C.
HAPPILY MARRIED couple
eager to adopt infant. Will pro-
vide loving stable home. Contact
our agent at 208-664-1561.
ATTENTION BUSINESS, PRE-
LAW, PRE-MED MAJORS!
Gain valuable experience in ma-
jor. EARN $4,433 THIS SUM-
MER. Working in the South-
western Summer work program.
INTERVIEWS THIS WEEK.
Thursday, April 30. 3:00 or 6:00
p.m, Friday, May I. Noon or 3:00
p.m. University Inn: Bronco
Room. Need two hours free.
Please be on time.
SUMMER JOB-SALES-Great-
Life Corporation is offering a
summer job in direct selling for
college students. Earn
$8-$1O,000/commissions and
relocate to N. California. EX-
CELLENT EXPERIENCE!!!
Call Richard 362-5206.
FOR RENT
ARRESTl:lD*INJURED*SUED
For reasonable attorney's fees call
344-1066 or 465-0803. Full service
law office.
Sports Oriented
Immediate OpeningSUMMER WORK 1987 HAVE
YOU FOUND IT YET? $1,481
per month average. The
Southwestern Company is now
selecting students for marketinz
program recognized by Xerox,
IBM, P&G. INTERVIEWS THIS
WEEK. Thursday, April 30. 3:00
or 6:00 p.m. Friday, May I.Noon
or 3:00 p.m. University Inn:
Bronco Room. Need two hours
free. Please be on time.
SUMMER RENTERS: Females,
close to campus, wid, dishwasher,
off-street parking. $130 a month
includes utilities. Laura:
344-7054.
FOR SALE
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps
for $44 through the U.S. govern-
ment? Get the facts today! Call
1·312-742-1142 Ext. 9445-A.
Earn FIT pay for
PIT hours-2 shifts available
Ideal forStudents/Summer work
Call
343·2399
This isthe onlypressure y~u'11feel
-at the free liealth screenmgs.
Who: Everyone 19 and over
What: BSU Night
When~ Every Thursday Night
8 p.m. til closing
Where: ~.
Why: To Fight Inflation
With~Well Drinks $1.75
64 oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL 4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
1/2 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9·Closing
Miss Bingo Starts at 7 p.rn, .
With Free Game Cards & Prizes
1/2 Pric'e on South of the Border
Mexican Specialty Drinks
BINGO Thursdays
336·7745 .
Pregnant and
not sure which
way toturn?
Consider us.
W·e are a loving, stable California couple, and wouldlike to adopt a newborn baby. VJ.eare willing to heip
you with medical care and counseling, if needed, ~nd can
. provide a secure and comfortable life for the child. The
placement must be ethical and legal. .
Adoption can help you and your child. If you are in-terested or would like to know more about us, please
. call our representative listed. below. All inquiries are
confidential.
Local health fairs take all the pressure out of a medical check-up.
At these free SCreenings, specially-trained health professionals will take your
blood pressure, height and weight, listen to your heart, examine your vision and
hearing and perform other special screenings. All for no charge.'. . .
. These same professionals can also refer you to local health resources If needed,
and counsel you on preventive health care and follow-up action. .
The local health fair listed below is part of a statewide program being coordi-
nated by the Department of Health-Related Professions at Idaho State University;
Basic costs are being underwritten by a grant from the Mountain Bell Foundation.
So if you haven't had a check-up lately, feel free to stop in. The only time anyone
will put the squeeze on you is when they take your blood pressure .
/iii;\ Mountain Bell.·
~ Foundation
CONTACT
. David Laredo, Adoption Attorney - .
at this 24~hour number (800) 54~·2255 (ext. 328)
Boise State University, Human Performance and WeUriess Center (old gymnasium) in
Boise on Saturday, May 2, and Sunday, May 3, from 8:00 a.m. t04:00 p.m.
-IDAHO-
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"BOW IIIADE S18,000
FOR COLLEGE
BYWORKING WEEKENDS." .
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When my friends and Igraduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takesjustone
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
. Because Ijoined my local Army
National Guard.
. . They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri-
canes and floods. They're also an'
important part of our country's military
defense. .
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.
As soon as Ifinished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New'
GI BUI,I'mgettinganother $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to-
.more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if Itake out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it back-up to -
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
Itall adds up to $18,000-or more
-for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT"
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER "
FO:R DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600;:: OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477·9957; Virgin Islands
(SI. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone directory. '
c 1!:l85United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved.
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MAIL TO; Army National Guard. P.O.Box 60?0, Clifton, N] 07015 I
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NAME' •
ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
~-:::-:::-=::~~ USCITlZEN"OYES DNO
AREA CODE PHONE
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMB.ER BIRTH DATE
.!JlW~..•OCCUPATIONSTUDENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL D COLLEGE
PRIOR MILlT ARY SERVICE 0 YES D NO .
BRANCH RANK. AFM/MOS National Guard
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Americans At Their Best.
